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NOTOBJECTSANYMORE

LUCY'SSTORY

L arissa answered an ad
in a local
Russian
newspaper
that
was
offering work to young
women as au pairs in
I srael. She immediately
contacted the recruiter,
who explained that I srael
forbade her to work in
the country legally and
that the agency would
have to prepare forged
documents for her and
smuggle her in via
Egypt. Due to her
desperation for a job,
L ucy agreed. She was
flown into Cairo and
from there transported
to the Sinai Desert and
was met by several other

women, who were all
led by foot by Bedouin
smugglers to an I sraeli
border, where she was
picked up by a Russian
Jew who drove her to
Tel Aviv.
W hen she arrived, she
was sold to an I sraeli
pimp who told her she
would have to work as a
prostitute. She refused
to cooperate with his
demands. She was then
repeatedly raped
and beaten so that she
would comply.
Fortunately after a
week, the police raided
the brothel where she

was being held hostage.
L ucy later revealed that
the police officer who
took her into custody
escorted her out the
back of the police
station, placed her in a
squad car and drove to
Jerusalem, where ?he
sold me to another pimp
for a fistful of dollars.?

HOWCAN
THIS
HAPPEN?
I t is evident that
I sraeli men have
simply grown used to
the idea that "women
can be bought? (1)
On the Jewish New
Year, at the old bus
station in Tel Aviv,
there are notable
ques of young men
outside each brothel.
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Human trafficking is the illegal trade of humans beings. I t is the recruitment, control and use of
people for their bodies and for their labour. (1) T hrough force, fraud, and coercion, people
everywhere are being bought and sold against their will, right now in the 21st Century.
T here are more slaves in the world T ODAY then EVER before.

TYPESOFTRAFFICKING
T here are many forms of human trafficking,
including; forced prostitution, forced labour,
involuntary domestic servitude, child soldiers
and organ trafficking. (2)

1%OF
VICTIMSARE
RESCUED
Due to limited enforcement of
the law, very few children,
women or men who are
trapped in slavery, are ever
rescued. (3)

$150BILLIONPERYEAR
Human T rafficking is the fastest
growing criminal industry. (4)

HUMANTRAFFICKING
INISRAEL
Starting in the mid 1990's I srael was a
destination country for human trafficking.
Nearly all the trafficking victims in I srael
came from the Eastern bloc of the former
Soviet Union, with source countries such
Moldova,
Uzbekistan,
Russia,
and
Ukraine.(1) Women and children were
brought into the country every year, and
were exploited as modern day slaves, in harsh
and abusive conditions. Due to the hidden
nature of the crime, exact numbers were
hard to come by.
I n 2001, the government estimated that
there were over 3,000 women being
trafficked into I srael each year, while NGO?s
believed that it was much higher. (2) I n
2001, the US published the first T I P report
(T rafficking I n Person) to combat the
enormous issue of human trafficking. (3)
I srael, was given the L OW EST ranking in
T ier 3, for making no efforts to combat
trafficking. For I srael, the ranking had
potentially explosive ramifications. (4)

T HEREFORE, I srael has made significant efforts to
improve its policies. I t has passed a law providing
mandatory sentencing for traffickers and free legal aid
for victims in 2003. I srael has made clear efforts to
increase law enforcement, which has included
collaborating with countries of origin, such as Russia
and Ukraine. (5)
As a result, in 2013, I srael's ranking in the T I P report
raised to T ier 1, evidently because in 2009 and 2010,
no new victims were identified entering the country. (6)
Despite improvement, human trafficking in all forms
(labour, organ, sex) still exists within I srael. As MK
Zehava said in 2007 for the Jerusalem Post, that I sraeli
women have also been targeted, and have been involved
in being trafficked out of the country. (7)
Since 2011 I srael has experienced a few cases of
trafficking that appear to have taken on a new face.
Women have been brought to I srael on 3- month tourist
visas to engage in prostitution, often knowingly. (8)
Despite, the change in pattern, these cases should still
be considered human trafficking according to the
I sraeli law, as most time a ?transaction of a person for
prostitution purposes is committed,? which is a crime
according to Article 377a of the I sraeli Penal Code.

HUMANTRAFFICKINGAND
PROSTITUTION
SHOULDPROSTITUTIONBELEGAL?

SUPPLY

T he international community, Scholars, NGOs, I nternational
organizations, and human trafficking experts, all recognize that
one of the most essential components of preventing human
trafficking is reducing the demand for prostitution.
Not all prostitution is a product of trafficking. Some prefer to
distinguish between trafficked for the purpose of prostitution and
women who freely choose to become prostitutes. (1) Others hold
that there is no ?free choice? in prostitution, since coercion and
lack of free will are a prominent feature of both trafficking and
prostitution.
I t is overwhelming clear, that where there is a DEMAND there
must be a SUPPLY. (2) I n the Netherlands, where the
legalization of prostitution was implemented in 2000, it is evident
that there has been an increase in the number of victims of
trafficking to accommodate the risen demand. I f prostitution is
not made illegal then violence against women will continue to
occur. (3)

DEMAND
ISRAELSEXINDUSTRYBRINGS
IN120BILLIONNISPERYEAR

#10MISCONCEPTIONSABOUT
PROSTITUTION
#1: Prostitution is a victimless crime.
T RUT H: Women who have worked in prostitution exhibit the same incidence of
traumatic brain injury (T BI ) that has been documented in torture survivors, evidently as
a result of being beaten, raped, hit, kicked, and strangled. (1)

#2: Prostitution is a choice.
T RUT H: Prostitution is primarily the result of a lack of choice, among the most
marginalized and vulnerable people. Many women in prostitution are suffering from
poverty and are lured into the industry by their desperate need for money. I t is evident
that a prior history of childhood physical and/or sexual abuse is commonplace amongst
prostituted women, and this is not a choice.

#3:Prostitution has always existed and will always exist.
T RUT H: Just because something exists does NOT make it right. Prostitution is a form of
oppression.

#4: Prostitution is a regular form of work.
T RUT H: Few activities are as damaging and brutal to people?s lives as prostitution. I t is a
form of violence against women. A study in the US revealed that out of 854 women in
prostitution , 60- 75% of them were raped, 70- 95% were physically assaulted, and 68%
met the criteria for post traumatic stress disorder in the same range as treatment- seeking
combat veterans and victims of state- organized torture. (2)

#5: Prostitution is unrelated to sex trafficking.
T RUT H: Sex trafficking simply describes one way people are brought into prostitution.
?I believe that we will never succeed in combating trafficking in women if we do not
simultaneously work to abolish prostitution and the sexual exploitation of women and
children? - Margareta Winber g
Former Deputy Prime Minister of Sweden
Speech in Stockholm, Nov. 5- 6. 2002.

#6: Prostitution is an expression of women?s empowerment.
T RUT H: Prostitution is a system of gender inequality in which men are the buyers and females are
the ones being purchased, perpetuating a system of male domination and female subordination. I t
creates a culture where women are seen as objects by men and allows these mindsets to flourish.

#7: I f prostitution is illegal it prevents women from receiving help and
services.
T RUT H: Under the ?Nordic Model? (penalizes the sex buyer- further information on page 11)
women in prostitution are not criminalized, but are offered programs and services to help them.
Under this model there is no cause for fear on the part of prostituted women since they can only
benefit from governmental services.

#8: I f prostitution is made illegal it will go underground.
T RUT H: Prostitution has never operated ?above ground." I f the women are visible to men, then it
can be found and stopped by the police.

#9: Pornography and stripping are not prostitution; they are a form
of adult entertainment.
T RUT H: I n pornography and stripping sexual acts are bought for a price.T hat is, by definition,
prostitution. Many women involved in pornography and stripping experience the same abuse and
violence as those in prostitution. T hese acts would not be allowed in regular work places, and yet it
s considered legal ?adult entertainment." (2)

#10: L egal prostitution provides women with a safer work
environment.
T RUT H: L egal prostitution does not eradicate the violence, nor do health checks prevent women
from contracting ST Ds or PT SD.
"I t is a cruel lie to suggest that decriminalization or legalization will protect anyone in
prostitution. I t is not possible to protect someone whose source of income exposes them to the
likelihood of being raped on average once a week.
- Melissa Farley, PhD
Founding Director of the Prostitution Research
"Prostitution I s Sexual Violence,"
Psychiatric T imesOct. 2004

.

PROSTITUTIONINISRAEL
""1MILLIONVISITSTOBROTHELSPER
MONTHINISRAEL''
(1)

Not only is prostitution a global
problem, it is happening here in
I srael, as prostitution is not illegal.
However, it is a crime under I sraeli
law to advertise sex, lead a person
to prostitution, purchase sexual
services from a minor, or maintain
a location for the purpose of
engaging in prostitution, such as a
brothel.
(2)
Nonetheless,
prostitution is still a vast
phenomenon,
with
minimal
enforcement in place to help
victims and reduce violence
against women.

(Click here to watch JI J's short movie on
prostitution in I srael.)

HOWDOESPROSTITUTION
AFFECTSOCIETY?

HADAS'STORY
Prostitution affects all areas of society. Hadas, is just one of the many women who have
experienced the negative effects of the sex industry in I srael.

?I started working as a massage therapist over ten years ago. I attended a school for
professional training for a year. W hen I was hired as a therapist at a Spa in Tel
Aviv, my dreams for my new career began to crumble. Every day I experienced
sexual advances from men, asking for a ?happy ending?. Sometimes the men even
grabbed me from the table or would turn over to reveal their genitals. I receive calls
most days asking what services I provide, and I am always adamant that I do not
offer sex.
I t really is a problem. T he longer I have worked in the business the harder it is to
find clients, as more and more men come to expect that sexual services are a part of
a massage treatment.
T he social acceptance of prostitution and the purchasing of sex are damaging my
life and business. I won?t compromise, but I may need to find a new job.?

THELAWAROUND
THEWORLD
W hile most NGO?S, lawmakers and international and
regional organizations agree that the trafficking of
women and girls for prostitution is a severe problem and
a human rights violation, there is disunity over the best
solution to prevent sex trafficking and exploitation in
prostitution T here are currently T HREE prominent

1) CRIMINALIZATION
T his approach outlaws prostitution of any kind
and incriminates all who are partners to it. T his
policy is implemented in most of the United
States. (1)

2) DECRIMINALIZATION
T his legislation advocates erasing all
anti- prostitution laws from books. T his
has been implemented in countries like
the Netherlands, Germany and some
states in Australia. (3)

is unacceptable, and
PROS Prostitution
therefore women are discouraged

I t aims to protect women under
PROS criminal
law and work place

from entering the industry.

health and safety laws. (4)

Critics claim that a zero tolerance
CONS approach
causes greater harm to
women engaged in prostitution, as it
forces it underground, and puts
women in greater threat of danger.
T he approach results in criminal files
being opened for women engaging in
prostitution, and will therefore
restrict women?s ability to complain
about abuse and seek official help
from law enforcement. (2)

becomes a social
CONS Prostitution
norm, and therefore the demand
increases and thus the supply
must also. Germany legalized
prostitution in 2001, and in 2010
government officials reported
that sex trafficking into Germany
had significantly increased. T he
country had become a more
profitable market for traffickers
and pimps. (5)

NORDICMODEL
I n 1999, as part of a Violence Against Women bill, Sweden passed a law that criminalized
buyers of sex, while keeping the person who sold or was sold for sex decriminalized.
Prostitution was deemed an ?undesirable social phenomenon,? and an expression of male
dominance and violence against women. Sweden understood that gender inequality and
sexual exploitation, could not be combated effectively as long as it was considered
acceptable to purchase a person's body. (1)

PRO'S
According to this approach, the only parties
that should be incriminated are those who
harm women- pimps, traffickers, and buyers.
T he women are perceived as victims, not
criminals. Women who are being abused are
protected by the law are enabled to come
forward to reach law enforcement, without
being incriminated. (2)
T he criminalization of the buyers decreases
the demand, both because men are fearful of
breaking the law and of damaging their
reputation is caught. (3)

CON'S
T he Nordic Model is criticized for
patronizing women employed as prostitutes
and indirectly contributing to women's
image as victims. (4)
I f there is no significant governmental
funding then the implementation of the
legislation is near to impossible.
According to the Swedish pro- prostitution
group, women working on the streets in
bigger cities claim that there is now a
greater percentage of ?perverted? customers
and that the ?nice and kind? customers have
disappeared as a result of the law. (5)

SUCCESSESOFTHENORDICMODEL
-

Reduction in street prostitution. For example in Oslo the prostitution "market" is 40- 65%
lower than before the law.
Drastic reduction in the number of clients (75%- 80% less).
Reduced market and increased law enforcement has raised the risk for human traffickers.
Change in attitude toward purchasing sexual services. I n Norway and Denmark more
then 70% of the people surveyed now had a positive few on the law. (6)

ISRAEL
LEGISLATION+ THEJERUSALEM RECENTNEWS
INSTITUTEOFJUSTICE
T he Jerusalem I nstitute of Justice (JI J) has been
a leading organization in lobbying members of
the K nesset and the government to endorse the
Nordic model. We believe that this legislation
will have a positive impact within I srael. (1)
JI J is working together with MP?s to implement
the Bill, as a member of the K nesset Sub
Committee for fighting prostitution and human T wo private bills proposing sentences for those who
trafficking, and creating awareness and public hire prostitutes were approved unanimously in the
K nesset in September 2017, in their preliminary
support through;
readings.
- Soc ial m e d ia c am p aig ns
- M e d ia p r e s e nc e
- Ed u c at ional p r og r am s and e v e nt s

T h e r e s u l t : 71 MK s voted in favour of Yesh Atid
MK Aliza L avie?s proposal, with none opposing,
while 74 lawmakers backed a similar bill by Jewish
Home MK Shuli Moalem- Refaeli and Meretz MK
Zehava Galon, again with no opposition.
T he aim of the law is to ?create the awareness that
prostitution is a phenomenon of violence and
continuous rape,? said Moalem- Refaeli. (3)

c u r r e nt UP DAT E: T he Justice Ministry is now
writing it's own proposal of the bill. T he passing
T here is now a government- established shelter then requires three more readings in the plenum
for women willing to serve as witnesses against before becoming law. Shaked said ?T his law is first
their traffickers. Nevertheless, all- encompassing and foremost a declaration that going to a
legislation that addresses the rights of women as prostitute is immoral and must not be part of our
victims of a crime is evidently lacking. Such society.? (4)
legislation has been proposed by the K nesset
member Zehava Gal- On. (2)

RECENTNEWS:SHOULDSTRIPCLUBSBELEGAL?
T he Jerusalem I nstitute of Justice (JI J)
has requested a meeting with the Sub
Committee of Human T rafficking to
discuss the Strip Club industry in
I srael. T his is in light of the district
court decision, from judge Michal
Agmon Gonen (August 2017), for the
closing down of the strip club
?Habursa? in Ramat Gan.

Although strip clubs are considered legal forms of
entertainment, people not associated with the
industry are unaware of the emotional, verbal,
physical (2), and sexual abuse inherent in the
industry. (3) Despite claims from managers that
customers are prohibited from touching the women,
this rule is consistently violated. (4) Furthermore,
stripping often involves prostitution.(5) I n ?VI P?
rooms and back rooms, acts of prostitution, sexual
assaults, and sexual trafficking are the norm.

Threemaindiscussionpointsaregoing
tobeaddressedat theKnesset:
1) JI J will present research exposing the

3 ) "T he I celandic model." I n the struggle

similarity between prostitution and stripping.
According to Judge Agmon Gonen, strip
clubs are an inseparable part of the sex
industry, and operate as brothels for all
intents and purposes.

against human trafficking and prostitution, an
amendment to the Restaurants and Services
L aw was made in I celand, which prohibits
striptease performances or the use of nudity
for intentions of profit, in order to eliminate
the phenomenon of human trafficking for
sexual exploitation.

2) ?Stripping

isn?t entertainment.?Michal
Agmon Gonen said that strip clubs ?for
sexual arousal objectify women? and are not
considered ?entertainment?at all.?

Jerusalem I nstitute of Justice stands to bring freedom
to ONE life. Every time you stand up and raise your
voice for those who do not have a voice, YOU are

WHAT
CAN
YOU
DO?

BEAVOICE:

T EL L YOUR NEI GHBOR: T he more awareness
1. there
is about the realities of human trafficking,
prostitution, and sexual abuse, the more that we
can stand up against it. Now that you know, go
and tell your neighbor and start the change.

2. HOST AN EVENT : I n your office or place of

3.
4.
5.

education.

Have a JI J representative come and speak at your
event. Contact us for more information at:
office@jij.org.il
T EACH YOUR CHI L DREN: Don't make
prostitution a normal phenomenon! We can be the
generation that changes the mentality.

W rite a letter to the government and help change
legislation.

PARTNERWITHUS
Every donation to JI J helps to set people free.
We are a voice in I srael that is speaking out for
those who are oppressed.

"You May Choose To L ook T he Other Way,
But You Can Never Say Again T hat You Did Not K now"
- William Wilberforce
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